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THE DONMAR WAREHOUSE IS AN INTIMATE, NOT FOR
PROFIT, 251 SEAT THEATRE LOCATED IN THE HEART
OF LONDON'S WEST END. OVER THE PAST
23 YEARS, IT HAS BUILT A REPUTATION FOR ARTISTIC
EXCELLENCE AS ONE OF THE UK'S LEADING
PRODUCING THEATRES.
FIND OUT MORE AT DONMARWAREHOUSE.COM
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Joan: daughter, farm girl, visionary, patriot, king-whisperer, soldier,
leader, victor, icon, radical, witch, heretic, saint, martyr, woman.
From the torment of the Hundred Years’ War, the charismatic Joan
of Arc carved a victory that defined France. Bernard Shaw’s classic
play depicts a woman with all the instinct, zeal and transforming
power of a revolutionary.
Josie Rourke directs Gemma Arterton as Joan of Arc in this
electrifying masterpiece.
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MEET THE MAN BEHIND
THE PLAY

BERNARD SHAW
PLAYWRIGHT

G

eorge Bernard Shaw (26 July 1856 – 2
November 1950), known at his insistence
simply as Bernard Shaw, was an Irish
playwright, critic and polemicist whose
influence on Western theatre, culture and politics
extends from the 1880s to the present day.

Born in Dublin, Shaw moved to London in 1876. By the mid-1880s he
had become a respected theatre and music critic. Following a political
awakening, he joined the Fabian Society and became its most prominent
pamphleteer. Shaw had been writing plays for years before his first public
success, Arms and the Man in 1894.

SHAW USED HIS PLAYS AS VEHICLES TO
DISSEMINATE HIS POLITICAL, SOCIAL
AND RELIGIOUS IDEAS.
By the early 20th century his reputation as a dramatist was secured with a
series of successes that included Major Barbara, The Doctor’s Dilemma and
Caesar and Cleopatra. Overall, he wrote more than 60 plays, including other
major works such as Man and Superman, Pygmalion and Saint Joan. Shaw
used his plays as vehicles to disseminate his political, social and religious
ideas. He became the leading dramatist of his generation, and in 1925 was
awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature.
In 1938 he provided the screenplay for a filmed version of Pygmalion, for
which he received an Academy Award. Until 2016 (when Bob Dylan was
awarded the Nobel Prize), Bernard Shaw was the only person in history to
have received both an Oscar and a Nobel Prize. Shaw’s complete works
appeared in 36 volumes between 1930 and 1950, the year of his death. In
the final decade of his life he made fewer public statements, but continued
to write prolifically until shortly before his death, aged 94.
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JOAN OF ARC

J

oan of Arc is perhaps one of the best recognised, and most intriguing, characters from
popular history – the peasant girl who rose to lead an army, the religious fanatic who
had the ear of the French King. Joan is the subject of countless plays, films, works of
art and works of fiction, with writers as diverse as Shakespeare, Jean Anouilh and Terry
Pratchett taking inspiration from her story. It isn’t hard to understand why – the reality of
Joan’s story is almost too fantastical to be believed.
Born to a peasant family in the Northern French town
of Domrémy in the early part of the fifteenth century,
Joan rose to fame after she claimed to witness visions
of a variety of saints and angels, instructing her to help
France expel the occupying English armies. Her growing
fame, and rumours of her connections to God took her
all the way to meet the French Dauphin, Charles VII, who,
convinced of her powers, instructed her to join his army
at the siege of Orleans. Aged just 17, Joan was given a
horse and armour and sent into battle. Just nine days
after Joan’s arrival at the siege, which had been raging
for six months, the French emerged victorious.
Joan quickly became a powerful symbol of French
resistance to the English threat, and of God’s wish to
expel the English from France. Joan stood by the side
of Charles as he was crowned King of France in Reims
in 1429, and in the Spring of 1430, was sent by him to
confront the Burgundian army in Compiegne. During this
battle, however, Joan was taken prisoner, and eventually
handed to the English army, who couldn’t believe their
luck at securing such a valuable prisoner.

Joan’s trial for heresy is among the more famous in
history, lasting over the first half of 1431 and ending
with her execution. Over 70 charges against Joan were
initially drawn up, including heresy, witchcraft and the
charge of dressing like a man. Over a sustained period
of interrogation, Joan held her own against her accusers,
demonstrating in the eyes of many onlookers her piety
and devotion to God. However, the politically motivated
trial eventually turned against Joan, and on 24th May
she was threatened with immediate execution if she didn’t immediately renounce her claims
to have had divine visions and stop wearing soldier’s clothing. Faced with execution, Joan
agreed to these terms.
However, just four days later, she renounced her abjuration, donning men’s clothes once
more. She was condemned to death, and was burned at the stake in the marketplace in
Rouen on 30 May, 1431.
Joan’s execution was seen as an outrage by many, and in 1456, a retrial conducted by the
Church reversed Joan’s conviction and declared her a martyr. Joan became a legendary
figure of piety and French patriotism. She was declared a saint in 1920, and is the patron
saint of France.
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THE HUNDRED YEARS’ WAR

T

he events depicted in Saint Joan took place in the first half of
the fifteenth century, at the height of the series of conflicts
between England and France known as the Hundred Years’
War (which, famously, lasted 116 years). These wars were
fought over the right to the French throne, with generations of English
and French royalty claiming their divine right to rule over France. For
much of this time, English armies maintained a presence on what is
now French soil, with English territory on the European continent
growing and shrinking with each successive victory and defeat.

Although known as one conflict, the Hundred Years’ War was in fact a series of smaller
wars, and was fought not just between the English and the French but also involved a large
number of smaller combatants as well.
Joan of Arc was involved in the latter stages of the war, which had begun with a series of
English victories, most notably at Agincourt, in 1415. Joan’s contributions, however, helped
to turn the tide in favour of the French armies, and began a slow French resurgence.
Although the war continued for more than 20 years following Joan’s death, the English were
eventually forced to retreat from the majority of France, with the port of Calais remaining
the only English territory in France after 1453.
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GAIN AN ACTORS INSIGHT INTO THE
REHEARSAL PROCESS

THE DAUPHIN
Fisayo Akinade

JOAN
Gemma Arterton

BAUDRICOURT /
D’ESTIVET
Matt Bardock

ARCHBISHOP
Niall Buggy

POULENGEY / DE
STOGUMBER
Richard Cant

DUNOIS
Hadley Fraser

LA TREMOUILLE /
PAGE / GENTLEMAN
Simon Holland
Roberts

THE PAGE /
LADVENU
Arthur Hughes

STEWARD / THE
INQUISITOR
Rory Keenan

CAUCHON
Elliot Levey

MONSIEUR DE RAIS /
COURCELLES
Syrus Lowe

LA HIRE /
EXECUTIONER
Guy Rhys

WARWICK
Jo Stone-Fewings

CREATIVE TEAM
DIRECTOR
DESIGNER
LIGHTING DESIGNER
SOUND DESIGNER
COMPOSER
VIDEO DESIGNER
MOVEMENT DIRECTOR

Josie Rourke
Rob Jones
Howard Harrison
Chris Shutt
Michael Bruce
Duncan McLean
Arthur Pita
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in conversation with
ARTHUR HUGHES:

What’s it been like working at the Donmar for
the first time?
It’s been brilliant. This has been somewhere I’ve wanted to
work since I started training as an actor. The quality of stuff
that is made here and the reputation, everything I valued
before working here, now being here it’s all founded. It’s
great, we’re doing a big intense play. This kind of company,
they tackle big ideas, big productions in a relatively small
intimate space and that’s the brand. Everyone is so lovely and
I’ve completely enjoyed it. It’s been an intense experience so
far but this is why I do it.

As a young actor, what was your experience of
the transition from drama school to working
world?
I was quite lucky because at the end of my training, I’d been
preparing for a competition called the Carlton Hobbs Radio
Award, which the recipient of gets five months work at the
BBC Radio Drama Company. You’re part of a company of
about 12 actors doing a lot of voices for Radio 4, and Radio
3, drama. I was fortunate enough to receive this award, so I
started there pretty much a month after I graduated. But I
know it’s quite different for a lot of people. That was about
three years ago, and after that I’ve been in and out of work
which is the way it goes. I suppose what I’ve learnt is just
keeping a positive mind set, even if there’s 6 months not
doing something it’s having the patience and the positivity
that it will come round.

What’s the first thing you do when you get a script?
Sometimes for an audition you might get sent a whole script or just a scene,
so it’s different sometimes how you approach it. For Saint Joan, I was sent
the whole script before, so I read it all but for other stuff you’ve just been
sent a scene so you have to go out and find the play, or you might not
have read the whole play. I normally read the play once, then for the parts
you’re playing or being seen for, you’ll look into what your part says about
yourself, what other characters say about that character, and what you say
about other characters. Often I like doing that with a script because it gives
you a nice overview of everything your character is involved with. It means
you know the play. You know the other characters, you know what they’re
thinking and talking about in relation to you.
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What’s your favourite part of the rehearsal process?
Probably the second or third week, when you know everyone and you’ve started to know
the lines a bit, and you can start to play with the scene. I suppose it’s when you overcome
the fear of ‘I need to stand here, and I need to remember this line.’ When that starts to drop,
you’re able to try something different each time. Whereas once it’s gone in, even if you have
script in hand, you know your limits and you know how far you can push, and it becomes fun
and also funny. You see people doing things that might not necessarily make it into the show
but it’s fun to have that freedom to try things out.
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You’re playing several different characters in Saint Joan, who are they?
So, I play a Page, I play another Page, I play another Page and I play a Dominican monk called
Brother Martin Ladvenue. The Pages; one of them is a boardroom secretary, another one
is a whizz-kid modern day financial guru, and then another small page who is a waiter at a
gentleman’s club. They’re all fun, they’re secondary in the scenes but it’s nice to be a part of
each aspect of this world. Ladvenue, is on the panel that Joan faces in trial. He’s the youngest
and more progressive thinking, and the one that perhaps sees that this young, heretic
woman could potentially be a saint. That she could not be as dangerous as they think, but
could be something completely opposite. At the same time he’s bound. Joan is surpassing
the church to God, and all those Priests represent the Church, so it’s the conflict of seeing
something in Joan but being conflicted by his life being dedicated to the Church. He’s just
in the trial scene at the end but I love that scene so much. It’s fun to play, it’s really quite
thrilling and devastating, but from an acting perspective, so fun to play.

What research did you have to do into the world of the play?
I read up on Joan of Arc. Most people know she was burnt and some kind of solider, but
looking into it, the parallels of modern politics, especially being a play with one woman and
12 men. The parallels with the modern business political world and the 15th century Church
world, which was quite a nice concept. It’s age old. I read up on what Joan’s achievements
and journey were but then we also went to the Barclay’s building one Friday and looked
around, and saw how the corporate world was. So instead of a Cathedral, it’s this big glass
tower. That was really interesting to get into the mind set of ‘behind closed doors’ with big
boardrooms where big decisions are made, about big problems and what you’re going to do
with your financial tactics. How you’re going to stomp out competition, how you’re going to
finish someone… like with Joan. We also had a guy come in from the Guardian, the deputy
business and commerce editor, who was a clever and fascinating guy. He told us so much
about how trading floors work, the politics in between businesses, who sits at the top - which
filtered so well into our understanding of the play in this world.

How have your opinions or ideas about Joan of Arc changed over the
course of rehearsals?
Every day they change. Especially this week. She’s this simple country farm girl, who’s now
one of the most famous women in history. The journey she goes on, especially when she has
the revelations and voices, it’s seeing her as not just someone who hear voices and made a
few miracles happen. What’s been interesting in rehearsal is exploring the effect she had on
people, even just touching or being near them. It made me think more about what a saint is.
Before, I think I thought, ‘Oh it’s just a holy person who did lots of good things.’ But actually
there’s something more mystical about it. It’s not just another person, there’s something
about them. That’s a line in the play, “There’s something about the girl”, that lots of people
say. What that something is, Gemma is so great at it. For me it’s when she’s walking towards
you, because she can be so terrifying sometimes, it’s about opening yourself up to it. What
is this, what is she doing, which gets your mind going about what a saint is. Especially for my
character in the trial scene going, is this a saint or not. It’s broadened my understanding in
that sense.
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REHEARSAL
DIARIES
SAINT JOAN
by Bernard Shaw
Directed by Josie Rourke
READ THE REHEARSAL DIARY OF JACK SAIN,
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, SAINT JOAN
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WEEK

ONE
“I’VE ALWAYS LIKED PLAYS THAT HAVE
A LOT OF ARGUMENT IN THEM – AND
YOU CAN DISTILL BIG PASSIONATE
PLAYS AT THE DONMAR. AND THIS ONE
HAS BECOME PARTICULARLY SHARP,”
SAYS DIRECTOR, JOSIE ROURKE.

W

e’re sitting round the table today in a post-Brexit era but a week before the American
elections; big questions immediately start to swirl in the air. What does this play mean today?
Saint Joan kicks off at 10am on the first of November with a read-through. It’s a packed room:
a large cast and much of the Dryden Street staff turn up to hear the play out loud for the first time,
and to witness the model box showing that follows it after lunch. Rob Jones (Designer) and Josie have
created a plush royal blue carpeted world with fragments of gold, gilded cornices; it incorporates the
old original warehouse arches into the design, with a triptych of screens onto which Duncan McLean
(Video Designer) will create wiping, multi-era projections. A half-ton chrome glass table dominates the
stage, sitting on a revolve. This will move constantly, but imperceptibly slowly – one revolution taking
between 3½ and 20 minutes. A blend of the medieval with the City of London, it is a “playground, one in
which we can decide how we live over the coming weeks.” Josie concurs with Rob: “less ‘mise-en-scène’
than ‘what is the scene?’”.
The rest of the week is spent round the table,
starting to piece together our universe. We’re
quickly immersed in the parallels of these two
worlds: over-arching and over-reaching powers,
a sense of revolution, of asymmetrical warfare,
of bias and of a developing sense of the self. Joan
represents a threat: her presence highlights the
need for personal faith and a move away from
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feudalist mindsets. Nationalism is at the forefront
of our consciousness: where we all stand in relation
to the world today. It’s more fragmented than
might be expected for most; Guy Rhys (La Hire)
feels himself to be Mancunian above all other
things. Simon Holland Roberts (La Tremouille)
talks about being Welsh: it being an integral part
of his personality, and how much that sense of

BACKGROUND

communality that has been affected by Brexit.
Most around the table agree. “Identity is so fluid
now. Are we Brits? Are we Europeans?” muses Jo
Stone-Fewings (Warwick). “What do you feel like?”
asks Josie. “A coffee,” Jo sighs wryly. We spend much
of the week delving into these sorts of questions,
reading and dissecting relevant sections of the text
as we go along.
We have a couple of visitors. William Conacher
(dialect coach) comes in to work with Gemma
Arterton (Joan) on her accent. We need to find
something “bucolic, with a piercing rhetoric that
feels like it can go up and up.” As Gemma says,
the “text does all the work. If you get it, it runs
through you in an evangelical, front-footed way”.
We consider Gemma’s own estuary, but decide
that it needs to have a rural, none-modern tone.
Josie and William both think of pre-war Kent
together: not as wide as West Country, but shorter,
sharper vowel sounds; avoiding glottal stops but
retaining ‘h’s. Later in the week, Brenet Brandreth
(intellectual property lawyer and Shakespeare
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lecturer) comes in to talk about rhetoric, and how
it’s used in the trial scene. He identifies five main
areas of study (invention, disposition, memory,
style and utterance), and the Aristotelian modes
of persuasion (ethos, logos and pathos). He brings
up the trial scene in Othello and points out formal
classical rhetorical devices used, then picks out
similar sections in the scene from our play. It
clarifies intention and delivery enormously for
us. We end our week on a visit to One Churchill
Place – the Barclays building. We are shown round
to various floors: it’s an eye-opening experience.
An enormous building in Canary Wharf that has
a Starbucks, a dry-cleaners, over thirty floors and
11,000 people working in it at one point or another
throughout the day. It correlates with the world that
we are going to live Saint Joan through, and sets us
up for the weeks of investigation ahead.
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WEEK

TWO

O

ur second week of rehearsals starts on the day before the US elections, and the air is thick with
discussion. There are numerous parallels: as Josie points out, likeability as a measure against
which you’re judged is a relatively modern concept; Joan is bewitchingly charismatic, and the
same is, though less ideally and idealistically, undoubtedly also true of Donald Trump. The next day is
a tough one for all of us: we all enter the room noiselessly, and there are several moments during the
day of silent reflection. But again, as Josie points out – “we can always keep playing”. It’s a sobering and
strengthening statement.

IT’S A COLLABORATIVE
ATMOSPHERE: WE DISCUSS
EVERYTHING, ENSURING THAT
EVERYONE’S ON THE SAME PAGE.
CONCEPTS ARE STRENGTHENED,
THOUGHTS ARE SUGGESTED,
PROPS LISTS GROW, ELEMENTS OF
PROJECTION ARE SKETCHED OUT,
EARLY COSTUME CONVERSATIONS
ARE HAD AND ACCENT CHOICES
ARE REFINED.
We continue table work:
strengthening our parallels and
working out precise statuses,
interactions, histories and so on. We
talk a lot about boardrooms: how
they are structured and how they
work – how to get something done,
in both practical and Machiavellian
terms. Board meetings aren’t
spontaneous: they’re planned out,
and many decisions are often made
before everyone’s in the room
together. It’s innately theatrical, and thoroughly
applicable to the behind-closed-doors machinations
in Saint Joan. Through a mixture of timelines, mood
boards, comparative lists and Googling, we’re
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starting to piece together the world our production
inhabits. It’s a collaborative atmosphere: we discuss
everything, ensuring that everyone’s on the same
page. Concepts are strengthened, thoughts are
suggested, props lists grow, elements of projection
are sketched out, early costume conversations are
had and accent choices are refined. For instance,
Rory Keenan’s Inquisitor goes from Irish – his own
accent, chosen to compliment Shaw’s language
– to American. “He probably smells really good
– a measured person, with impeccable taste in
stationary.” It’s a revealing choice, and one that
proves fruitful. The big debate of the week is wheels
or no wheels: do we want the office chairs that sit
around our central table to have any movement?
We try both for a few days, then we conclusively
stick with wheels. But what sort of wheels?
A stand-in revolving stage is also added to our
rehearsal room this week: the top speed is one full
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revolution in just over three minutes, and we start
to play about with it, trying out various speeds to
see what works with the rhythm of each scene.
We also have our third rehearsal room visitor: Dan
Milmo, Deputy Business and Consumer Editor of the
Guardian, who talks at length about hedge funds,
debt, markets, banks, lawyers, traders… and eggs. In
our production, the absence of eggs at Vaucouleurs
has transformed into the total absence of what
in the world of the play is a vital soft commodity,
which causes consternation to our brokers – de
Baudricourt and the Steward. Globalisation is key
to our concept, and Dan helps clarify the context of
this world to us immensely. We put some work on its
feet towards the end of week, and many actors are
impressively already off book – it’s an encouraging
start to bringing Saint Joan onto the stage.
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WEEK
THREE

W

e arrive on the first day of our third week to flu jabs and stacks of boxes: along with making
sure we all stay healthy through the winter period, Suzy Bourke and the stage management
team have been busy gathering rehearsal room props – telephones, folders, papers, and early
costume pieces. Campbell Young (Wig Designer) also comes in to cut Gemma Arterton’s hair. It proves
a useful, liberating rehearsal tool that frees her from physically (literal movement) and psychologically
(gender). Thoughts that were strands last week are starting to root now: motivations and intentions
that were sketched out feel coloured in. In our production, Joan is the only woman, and she is highly
emotionally intelligent; able, as Josie notes, “to translate empathy into action”. The temperature of
the room is at times hugely active as we plot out broad movements, and at other times quiet and
inquisitorial as we layer in gestures and moments.

Given that the show is fairly technical – along
with the revolve and a large central set-piece that
needs to be negotiated around, we have constant
projections that affect the scenes and we start to
work in these various elements. The court scene
(Two) has a moment where Joan is introduced
and Gilles de Rais (Syrus Lowe) pretends to be the
Dauphin (Fisayo Akinade). In our production, this
happens over a conference call in a boardroom. In
the Donmar itself, the relevant cast will be filmed
in the upstairs foyer in real time. In our rehearsal
room, this means they peg it up to Josie’s office to
Facetime in. As we work it out the actors run up
and down a number of times, which reduces us all
to stiches fairly quickly. By the end, the scene feels
like it has a great shape, with its own set of tangible
rules. We also work on Scene Three, on the bankside
with Dunois, who leads the army: this takes several
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incarnations, but on the first day, we spend another
entertaining few hours creating a precarious
mousetrap (“created” by Dunois and the Page out
of boredom as they wait for the markets – “winds”
- to change). In our version, Dunois is something
like Christian Bale’s character in The Big Short,
hedge fund manager Michael Burry: suit-less, and
effortlessly confident in his intuitions and abilities.
Duncan McLean (Video Designer), Chris Shutt
(Sound Designer), Michael Bruce (Composer) and
Howard Harrison (Lighting Designer) start to come
in during the week to observe our rehearsals and
start to develop the show’s aesthetic. It has been
intentionally designed up until this point to give the
company as much breathing space as possible, but
now that we have refined our concept and setting,
they can start to factor everything in.
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WEEK

FOUR

W

e start week four with work on the Epilogue. Often this is cut, but in our version we’ve
retained some of it, as it’s an important historic and cultural coda to Joan’s brutal offstage
death: it’s also an indication of why the show – and our production - has been staged,
asking the audience whether they are yet ready for a unifying presence like Joan. We try it a number
of different ways, and eventually discover that paring it down to just de Stogumber (Richard Cant)
and Joan feels like the purest approach. Arthur Pita (Movement Director) comes in to watch our
rehearsals, and amplifies certain key moments: for instance, when De Stogumber (Richard Cant) pulls
Joan offstage after her refusal to recant at the end of Scene Six, and the transition from that to this
Epilogue. A full altar (with candles and a cross and so on) needs to be lain in a short space of time, but
has to be done elegantly enough to interrupt the becalmed energy of the closing moments: Arthur
works out the shortest distances and most efficient use of people to ensure it runs smoothly. As Josie
points out, there’s “and if not expressionistic then at least very heightened” shift at the end, and this
needs theatrical emphasis. To start with, there will be an ash drop over Richard during the transition –
signifying the passing of Joan and of time.
Harry Fox Davies, a journalist and researcher who
worked on Privacy at the Donmar a few years ago
as well as its incarnation at the Public Theatre in
New York this summer, also starts to join us for
rehearsals: as we are going to Bloomberg’s to film
their newscasters telling Joan related stories, Harry
will create the content for this, as well as working
with Duncan on creating realistic news tickers and
financial data for the projections. Watching these
evolve is a fascinating
process: at times they are
informative, at times they
are scenic, constantly a key
indicator of the particular
modern/medieval blends
we’re aiming towards
from moment to moment.
Joan is a disruptor,
representing a whole new
model of daring thought
in a claustrophobic,
hermetically-sealed
modern environment, and
the projections add to the
eye-opening yet mystifying
aura she brings with her on
stage.

JOAN IS A DISRUPTOR,
REPRESENTING
A WHOLE NEW
MODEL OF DARING
THOUGHT IN A
CLAUSTROPHOBIC,
HERMETICALLYSEALED MODERN
ENVIRONMENT . . .

We start to run scenes together. Our revolve
immediately proves tricky: rarely do scenes run at
precisely the same speed, and subsequently the
revolve ends in a slightly different place for the top
of the next scene. After some trial and error, we
start to find a rhythm, and Lynsey Fraser (Deputy
Stage Manager) impresses us by subtly cranking
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down or up the speed when necessary to catch up
with the actors or to allow the actors to catch up
with the revolve. There’s a journey to go, but we’re
confident that running it will lead to regularisation.
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WEEK

FIVE

W

e kick off our final week at Dryden Street, our office and rehearsal space, by nailing down
all the transitions. Michael Bruce tinkers with the score live in the room, adding 10 seconds
here or removing five seconds there depending on how quick these moments are. His score
is full of swelling strings and with soprano trills and hints of brass: it feels urgent and invigorating, and
propels the action forward. On Wednesday we have our first go at the entire show (“a great stagger.
I feel pleased but not smug”). Runs start in full force this week, and slowly members of the Donmar
staff start to trickle in to watch it and get a flavour of what is to come. Josie reminds everyone of the
particulars of the space: its surprising height, and its sightlines - in this three-sided thrust auditorium,
often the only obstacle in front of you is another actor. “It’s a space that requires enormous courtesy,
but you can trust it as long as you trust each other”. Nevertheless, we try and retain as fluid an
approach as possible so we can carry on playing, while building in safeguards (moments or gestures to
anchor the scenes around physically).
There are a few more technical additions to our
week: we film the press conference where the
Dauphin is crowned, which will be an introductory
projection to the second act. This is muted on
screen, and when added to Michael’s score you’d
never guess it wasn’t a coronation. The actors (Niall
Buggy, Fisayo and Gemma) are in fact miming to
Frank Sinatra’s ‘My Way’, which makes everyone
off-camera hopelessly giggly. We also record some
voiceovers, and Harry heads over to Bloomberg’s to
film our other transition clips in their studio.
At this point in rehearsals, repetition becomes a key
exercise, so we manage to fit in four runs before
we head over to the theatre for tech. Rehearsal
room props are gradually replaced with real props,
bits of costume (the odd double-breasted jacket
here, a pair of laced shiny shoes there, joining the
armour Gemma has been wearing for about a
fortnight) start to be utilized, and by the end of the
week people are jostling for room to see it, with
several repeat visitors from the offices upstairs. As
Friday comes around, we know that by tomorrow,
over at the theatre a revolve will be fitted into the
auditorium, a set will be constructed around it and
lights will be rigged. It’s an exciting and excited
atmosphere: we can’t wait to see all the elements
coming together in the tech rehearsals ahead.
For now – we say goodbye to the Dryden Street
rehearsal room which has been our home for
months.
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BRINGING SAINT JOAN TO THE
DONMAR STAGE AND BEYOND
NT LIVE TRAILER

JOAN AND FEMINISM

J

oan of Arc is a feminist icon - not that she ever set out to be. Indeed, Joan’s words
and actions in Bernard Shaw’s text are an open rejection of gender binaries (the
classification of gender into two distinctions: masculine and feminine). Several
times during the text she rejects any implication that she is “a woman”: she
dresses and acts a certain way so that those who surround her will think of her as a
soldier. But Bernard Shaw’s play is still arguably a feminist one, because Joan strives for a
form of equality, a form of balance - even if it’s for the sake of defending her country and
not her gender.
In our production when Joan returns as a ghost during the Epilogue, she appears to
De Stogumber in a long red Burberry coat and stiletto heels. Whilst we toyed with her
dressed as a man for this scene too, we ultimately felt that what Joan is doing is not
divesting herself of any innate female qualities: she is wearing whatever outfit makes
her the most powerful. When Dunois notes that she is a “bit of a woman” when she
mentions wishing to nurse, she responds “No: not a bit: I am a soldier and nothing else.
Soldiers always nurse children when they get a chance.”

Scene 3
DUNOIS 	I, Go

d forgive me, am
a little in
love with war m
yself, the ugly
devil! I am like
a man with two
wives. Do you wa
nt to be like a
woman with tw
o husbands?
JOAN 	[mat
ter-of-fact] I wi
ll never take
a husband. A m
an in Toul took
an action again
st me for breach
of promise; but
I never promise
d
him. I am a sold
ier: I do not wa
nt
to be thought of
as a woman. I
will not dress as
a woman. I do
not care for the
things women
care for. They dr
eam of lovers,
and of money.
I dream of leadin
g
a charge, and of
placing the big
guns.

This is, in a way, Joan at her most progressive: even by today’s standards, many would argue that women are more natural
carers to children then men are. Joan rejects this idea: she refutes the rules imposed by a patriarchal society, and recognises
that the only way to achieve true equality is to acknowledge that whatever a ‘woman’ is in theory is not what a woman is in
practice. For us in this production, Joan doesn’t think about what it means to wear stiletto heels, and whether that in itself
is problematic: Joan simply takes the power she needs to do what she needs to do, and never apologises for it. Joan is not
perfect – but Joan gets things done.
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INTERVIEW WITH
GEMMA ARTERTON

Q: So, Joan: fearless, but possibly not flawless. What’s your
take on her?
A: There are so many ideas of who she is, because she’s a saint and an
icon. I went to France and did the Joan pilgrimage, and there she’s seen
as an angelic warrior, but in this version – Bernard Shaws’ version – she’s
flawed, her beliefs are not what Shaw believed, and he wrote her to be quite
annoying, deliberately. She’s overbearing, which he says in his Preface; too
much to handle, opinionated. I like to play her in a slightly different way:
in the second act she becomes a Joan I’d like her to be, but in the first act
she’s headstrong, like she’s struck by lightning with her conviction. Her
natural intellect doesn’t match the language she’s speaking sometimes: her
scene with the Dauphin seems to really come through her. One of the good
things about this play is that everyone is flawed, and everyone has their
moment where you believe in them. When I first read it, I didn’t know if I
could play a woman who was essentially a nationalist; the line “it is not his
will that they should come into our country and try to speak our language”
is everything I stand against.

Q: To some extent is it also about keeping a country together over
keeping others out?
A: Yes, essentially. Trying to cling on to identity. I really identify with her as a working
class hero: she really believes in the common people. But she’s definitely a complicated
one to play; not only do you have all of that, but also her spirituality. One of the trickiest
things about playing her is why she recanted – and she did recant. Trying to justify that is
difficult, but also makes it really interesting to play. She’s not a saint, she’s not perfect, and I
commend Bernard Shaw for writing her in that way. People often want to play Joan as either
a complete Boadicea warrior or a pure little saint. She’s not – she’s both at the same time.

Q: In this particular production, we’ve stripped out all other women, and
focused it around her in the company of men. Do you think of her in the
text and this production as a feminist hero?
A: I think she transcends gender: she doesn’t see herself in that way. One of my favourite
moments is the top of Scene Three with Dunois, where I think she has sexual feelings for
Dunois. I believe Bernard Shaw did that on purpose, and I love it – it sits strangely in her, and
she doesn’t understand it. She feels ‘womanly’ and instantly denies it – I don’t really consider
gender when I’m playing her, because I don’t think she does. It’s sort of what we’d hope to be
in society – getting to a place where it doesn’t matter. It feels like she’s there, even if they’re
not – ‘I’m just a person, doing this job’. Which is ultimately what feminism hopes to achieve.
Probably like most feminist icons, she doesn’t aspire to be one.
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Q: Let’s talk about the practicalities of the role. Do you have any pre-show
rituals?
A: I’m definitely superstitious with rituals! I do a bit of yoga and a few other things, but I also
have the preshow [Gemma is set as a statuesque Joan onstage as the audience enters]. It’s
very hard and requires a lot of concentration, but it really helps – you really have to connect
to your spirituality playing Joan, so it’s a good chance to meditate. But really with this play
you just have to get on with it – sometimes I need to do a quick extra meditation before I
go on to get everything balanced, but it really works when you’re really listening and have a
bit of pace. It’s all about the language this play, and you have to let it take you there. Which
it does. When we were doing read-throughs and you’re just sitting around and don’t know
what the scene means, it still gets you there. Particularly the later speeches.

Q: You also underwent some
physical transformations – like the
haircut! – in rehearsals. Does this
show sit differently in your body
than previous stage experiences?
A: Definitely. I’m quite front-footed anyway
- I think Joan is as well – but I’ve had to
root myself. Naturally I’m very head and
chest orientated [leans forward], but I have
to ground myself with this play. She gets
carried, in a way: she’s not a monk, she’s a
fanatic, and the religiosity of it sweeps her
up. She’s not Zen unless she’s praying: she’s
evangelical, she preaches. After the trial
scene, I come off and for the first two weeks
I was spinning – the scene brings you there.
I couldn’t see straight and felt my balance
was off. Now I have a shower after that
scene, and it sorts me out! This play sort of
whips you upwards: Nell Gwyn was a hefty
romp and felt really in the moment, but say
the trial scene Saint Joan for this - I’ve never
had the experience of a play taking you over,
where you almost don’t know what you’re
doing – it’s sort of amazing. What you hope
for really. The same was true of everyone
in the trial scene yesterday, actually. It was
really cool – one of those things you can’t
chase, but hope that it happens. When it
does, it does!
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PHYSICALISING A TEXT: THE TRIAL

Throughout the play, power is presented in many ways, with clashes between
the English and the French, religion and politics, and man versus woman. This
exercise will support in developing the performance of text from a physical
starting point, considering how power can be presented through the body.

In Scene Six, we see Joan being tried in an ecclesiastical court for heresy, having been
captured nine months prior, and sold to Warwick so that he could have her brought to justice.
An irreverent Joan enters, weak from her imprisonment, but with strength enough to face the
court.

All of Joan’s challengers are in the same room, all male. As Joan signs her confession, she
realises that her sentence is a lifetime in prison, to which she responds ‘Light your fire: do you
think I dread it as much as the life of a rat in a hole?’, she then goes on to give her final, and
one of her most powerful speeches in the play, which can be seen below.

TASK: PARTNER WORK // 30-40 MINUTES
PART I:
In partners, read Joan’s final speech ahead of her being sent to be burned at the stake.
Discuss:
• What is happening in this section of text?
• Who is Joan addressing, and how is she doing this?
• How is her journey to this moment reflected in this section?
Do:
 plit the text into smaller parts, we have done this in five parts which you can see overleaf, but
•S
you could split it down into smaller parts if you wish.
• For each section list an action for Joan to do to the men in the trial scene. To get the action, you
may ask for each line: What does a character want to do to another character? The action needs
to be something active, that can be done physically or emotionally to another character.
• Record your action in the form ‘I - - - - you’ next to each line or section. EXAMPLE: For the first
part, this could be ‘I SHAME YOU’. There are endless options, with no right or wrong answers.
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• Once you have an action for each section, you are now going to create a physical map of
the speech, with no words. For each of the actions each partner will create two different
ways to perform that action on/with your partner.
• When you have all of the actions, choose one for each section and perform that action on/
with your partner. This is now your physical map of the scene.
Develop:
• Perform each action with the text, how does this feel? What do the actions do to the text,
does it change the meaning or how you direct it to someone? When performing them
together, you may wish to change some of the actions as they may feel like they don’t work
in the way that you had imagined.
• Take the other person out and take away your physical map. Perform the monologue to
your partner, thinking about the actions for each section as you deliver it.
Reflect:
• How does it feel different to perform the text thinking of the actions, and what Joan is
attempting to do to the other characters with her words?
• Does it change your physicality in the space, and how you bring the text to life?
• How do the different actions that other groups have used change the performance of the
scene?

JOAN. 	Yes: they told me you were fools, and that I was not to listen to your fine
words nor trust to your charity. You promised me my life; but you lied. You
think that life is nothing but not being stone dead. It is not the bread and
water I fear: I can live on bread: when have I asked for more? It is no hardship
to drink water if the water be clean. Bread has no sorrow for me, and water
no affliction. But to shut me from the light of the sky and the sight of the
fields and flowers; to chain my feet so that I can never again ride with the
soldiers nor climb the hills; to make me breathe foul damp darkness, and
keep from me everything that brings me back to the love of God when your
wickedness and foolishness tempt me to hate Him: all this is worse than
the furnace in the Bible that was heated seven times. I could do without
my warhorse; I could drag about in a skirt; I could let the banners and the
trumpets and the knights and soldiers pass me and leave me behind as they
leave the other women, if only I could still hear the wind in the trees, the
larks in the sunshine, the young lambs crying through the healthy frost, and
the blessed blessed church bells that send my angel voices floating to me on
the wind. But without these things I cannot live;
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ABOUT THE DONMAR WAREHOUSE

The Donmar Warehouse is the home
for leading artists to make world-class
theatre. We share our work with as
many people as possible.
Our intimate space offers artists and
audiences a theatrical experience unlike
any other, whilst our transfers, tours,
and digital distribution enable people to
encounter our work worldwide.
The theatre we make is always in
conversation with the world today. Led
by our artists, we celebrate the canon,
revive modern classics, and commission
the best new work. We always prize
diversity, discovery and freedom
of expression, and with each new
production we seek to inspire, innovate,
and spark debate.
Our exceptional education work
empowers young people and cultivates
a new generation of artists, audiences,
and active citizens, whilst our creative
development programme invites the
best established and emerging artists
to test themselves and the boundaries
of theatre-making.

For more information about the
Donmar’s Discover Activities,
please contact:
Donmar Discover
Donmar Warehouse
41 Earlham Street
London, WC2H 9LX
T: 020 7845 8573
F: 020 7240 4878
discover@donmarwarehouse.com
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